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Let F be an open Riemann surface spread over the 2-plane. We say thaΐ

F is of positive or null boundary, according as there exists a Green's function

on F or not, Let u{z) be a harmonic function on F and

be its Dirichlet integral As R. Nevanlinna1' proved, if F is of null boundary,

there exists no one-valued non-constant harmonic function on F5 whose Dirichlet

integral is finite, This Nevanlinna's theorem was proved very simply by Kuro-

da.2) By this mehod, we will prove

THEOREM 1. Let F be an open Riemann surface with null boundary and Δ

be a non-compact domain on F9 whose houndary A consists of (compact or non-

compact) analytic curves. Let u(z) be a one-valued harmonic function in Δ,

such that u(z)-0 on A and its Dirichlet integral in Δ

is finite, Then u(z)==Qa

This theorem was proved by R, Nevanlinna"' under the condition that u(z)

is harmonic outside a compact domain FQ and its Dirichlet integral in F-Fo is

finite.
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Proof. We choose a schlicht disc Fo in J, whose boundary is Γo. We ap-

poximate F by a sequence of compact Riemann surfaces Fn, FnC.Fn+i (#=0,

1,2,. . .)> Fn-*F, whose boundary Γ 0+ΓΛ consists of a finite number of analytic

Jordan curves.

Let

(1) ωn(z)=ω(z, Γn, Fn-Fo)

be the harmonic measure of Γn with respect to Fn-Fθ9 such that ωn(z) is har-

monic in Fn~Fo and ωn(z)=0 on Γo, ω r t(2)=l on Γw.

Let ωΛ(z) be its conjugate harmonic function, then

As Nevanlinna4) proved, Z)(ωrt)-»0 as w^oo, so that

(2) ^ = ; _ |Ξ__^oo as

We put

(3) Un(z)=μnωn(z), Vn(z) =

then un(z)=0 on Γo, un(z)=μn on Γ« and ^(2) is its conjugate harmonic

function, such that

(4) f dvn(z)=2π.
Jr 0

Let Dχ (O^λ^μn) be the domain, such that 0^un(z)^λ and Ax be the

common part of A and Dλ-f-F0. Let Γx be the niveau curve un(z)=λ and A(4)

be its part contained in d.

To prove U(Z)Ξ=0, we assume that u(z)3βθ and let #(z) be its conjugate

harmonic function.

Since u(z)=0 on Λ9

where v is the inner normal and ds is the arc element on

From

(6) D(λ) = Ϋt
Jo

we have

so that from (5),

^Y+(^Y)dVn+ const.,

R. Nevanlinna. I.e. !> (a).
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We put

(7) m(λ) = [ u*dvn,

then

(8)

Since w=0 on A,

( 9 ) m'{λ)

(10) m"(^)=2D /(i).

Since by (9), m\λ) (>0) is an increasing function of λ, m{λ) is an increasing

convex function of λ.

Since m/(;)>0, we have from (8), (9), (10),

m(λ)

Hence integrating, we have

so that from (8), (9),

}2m

*), or

Hence integrating on CO, μn~], we have

Since by the hypothesis, D(μn) is bounded and μ.n-> oo as w-> oo, this is absurd.

Hence «(z)=0. q.e,d.

THEOREM 2. Let F be an open Riemann surface with null boundary and

Δ be a non-compact domain on F, whose boundary Γ consists of {compact or

non-compact) analytic curves. Let u(z) be a one-valued harmonic function in Δ,

whose Dirichlet integral in Δ is finite. If u(z) is bounded on Γ, then u(z) is

bounded in Δ, such that

m^u{z)^M in Δ,

where

m- inf u(z), M- sup u(z).5}

Γ Γ

c. f. R. Nevanlinna. I.e. J) (a).
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Proof. Suppose that there exists a point z0 in Δ, such that u(zo)>M, We

choose K, such that u(zo)>K>M and let Δ{K) be the sub-domain of Δ, such

that u(z)^K and A be its boundary. Then u(z)=K on Λ, so that Λ has no

common points with Γ9 hence Δ(K) is non-compact Since u(z)=K on Λ and

its Dirichlet integral in Δ(K) is finite, we have by Theorem 1, u{z) = K, which

is absurd, since u(zύ)>K. Hence u(z)^M in Δa Similarly u(z)^m in J, q.e.d.

2

We will prove

THEOREM 3. Let F be an open Riemann surface and z~0 be contained in

F. We approximate F by a sequence of compact Riemann surfaces Fn, FnCFn+i

(w=0,l,2. . . .), Fn-»F, whose boundary Γn consists of a finite number of ana-

lytic Jordan curves and Fo contains 2 = 0, Let gn{z, 0) be the Green's function

of Fn9 with 2 = 0 as its pole and let at 2 = 0,

gn(z9 0) = log -ji| +γn+εn(z) (ε*(0) =0),

where γn is the Robin's constant. Then

gn{z, 0)-r« (Λ =0,1,2, . . .)

is uniformly bounded in any compact domain of F, which does not contain

2 = 0.

Proof. Let F o : \z\ ;=ρ<l be contained in F and Γo: |2|=p.

We put

(1) Mn = Max. ^»(2, 0).

Then Heinsβ) proved that

(2) Un(z)=Mn-gn(Z9 0)

is uniformly bounded in any compact domain of F, which does not contain

2=0. For the sake of completeness, we will reproduce his proof. Now

(3) un{z)>0 in Fn-Fo

and since ux(z) -un{z) is harmonic in F\ and at some point z0 on Γo,

Uι{zo)^O, by the maximum principle, we have

Max. (tii(z) — u?ι{z)) =?0β
Γl

Since ui{z)=Mi on Γl9 we have

6 ) M. Heins: The conformal mapping of simply connected Riemann surfaces. Annals

of Math. 50 (1949).
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(4) Min.««(2)^M,,
Γ]

Let \z\£pι (ρ<pι<l) be contained in Fl9 then from (3), (4) and Harnack's

theorem on positive harmonic functions, we conclude that for any compact

domain Δ of F, which contains \z\£ρl9 there exists a constant K=K(Δ)9 such

that for ni^nθ9

(5) \gn{z,0)-Mn\£K in J outside \z\=plm

Hence

M | g j | g ~ on | ^ | = p ] β

Since υn{z) is harmonic in \z\£pi9

\vn(0) I = |r»-Λfn| έ /SΓ+ log --,
Pi

so that from (5)?

(6) !£Λ(3, 0)-r«I^ϋf+|r«-M' Λ | ^2X+log^ in J outside \z\=Pj.

Hence

(7) |^Λ(2, 0)-logΛ-r»|^2JBΓ+21ogJ- on \z\=-pis

\Z\ P

Since the left hand side oi (7) is harmonic in \z\£p19 (7) holds in \z\^pι9 so

t h a t

(8) |£«(2, 0 ) - r « | ^ 2 f f + 2 1 o g - + l o g 4 ϊ in | z | ^ p j β
Pi

From (6), (8), we have the theorem, q.e.d,,

By Theorem 3, we can find a partial sequence nK9 such that

(9) lim(gnA*> 0)-rnκ)=u{z9 0)
K

uniformly in any compact domain of F, which does not contain z~Qa u(z9 0)

is harmonic on F, except at z~09 where it has a logarithmic singularity. Hence

we have

THEOREM 4, Lei F be an open Riemann surface and zQ be any point of F.

then ίliere exists a potential function ιι{z, ZQ), which is harmonic on F9 except

at z0, tvhere it lias a logarithmic singularity, suck that

U{Z9 *o) - log ,•--—,
I Z — Zi) i

is harmonic at zϋ*
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